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PART ONE

1 - The Orcutt 500

“Race driving is to road driving what doing a Brazilian racing widow
is to slapping the ol’ salami.”
— Donnie Braziano

The last recorded fatality at the Santa Maria Valley Raceway was a
spectacular, hair-raising affair.
It happened on a clear night in the fall of 1966. A cocky young Arkie
from Atascadero with a greasy blond duck-ass showed up towing an
orange ‘59 Dodge, number 12, which he didn’t bother to roll off the
trailer for the traditional warm-up and packing down of the track.
Instead, he sat on his gleaming hood grinning while the water truck
went slowly around and around, spraying the slippery clay oval until it
was hazardous to walk on, let alone drive on at high speed. His crew,
two brothers who’d been expelled from Atascadero High School in
1964 for planting a baking soda bomb on the biology teacher’s desk,
laughed with their driver as the rest of the cars rolled out and made
stately rounds, working the water into tires and track, forcing oil under
tight rings, heating valves to optimum temperature. Girlfriends,
cousins, and crew chiefs drove the cars with polite, parade-like
courtesy, getting the thrill of a lifetime while the actual drivers sat in
the pits bullshitting, drinking beer, and waiting for the heat races to
start.
“Wouldn’t want to get out there with all them damn amateurs and
scratch the paint,” yucked one of the brothers.
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“Or muss up my purty hair,” laughed the young Arkie. He pulled a
Lucky Strike from his rolled-up t-shirt sleeve, threw back a Lucky lager,
combed his Jerry Lee Lewis hair, and crowed about how he was going
to sweep this pussy farm clean, show these Santa Maria homos that
they know how to build a frigging race car in Atascadero.
Most of the old-timers ignored him until he won the first three
heats going away. Number 12 had qualified for the pole position in the
Main Event (purse to the winner: $350.00), and now a small crowd,
some friendly, some not, gathered around the Dodge: Where’d he learn
to drive like that? What kind of transmission did he have? Had he ever
raced at Saugus? Did he kiss his mama with that mouth...?
A dark man in coveralls stepped quietly through the crowd, put a
hand on the Dodge’s rear deck, and before the Atascadero boys could
object, leaned hard. The car dipped easily.
“Hey, get away from there, ya sumbitch,” said the Arkie.
The man lifted his hand and the Dodge sprang back up, wobbling
slightly. He surveyed the small group.
“Car’s under weight,” he said, then turned and walked away.
“You callin’ me a cheater? Come back here, you sorry bastard!”
The young fellow’s hair needed plenty of combing before his crew
managed to restrain him. They dismissed the skeptical looks on the
faces of the people around them by pointing out that they had passed
the damn weigh-in just like everybody else, and that dirty sumbitch
that called them cheaters was gonna get his ass whipped after the Main.
That night the Main Event was wilder than usual, and would have
been memorable in any case. Everybody wanted to beat the Dodge, and
pounded the living hell out of each other trying. Car after car spun out
or blew up or hit the wall, while the orange Dodge sailed effortlessly
through the tangled masses of steaming wreckage. By the time the
white flag flew signaling the last lap, half the field was in the pits, cars
mangled, drivers grumbling. Number 12 zoomed past the flag stand,
and the crowd stood to leave.
It was widely known and accepted up and down the California
small-track circuit that victorious drivers sometimes unbuckled their
seatbelts in the last lap, so they could jump dramatically from the
vehicle as soon as it rolled into the Winner’s Circle, kiss the pretty
trophy girl, grab their winnings, and go throw a kegger. It was
foolhardy, but what the hell, these mud-track drivers were men,
dammit, not NASCAR pretty boys with sponsors and manicures.
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The hotshot from Atascadero, excited about showing Santa Maria a
thing or two, stomped on the gas and stuck his hand out of the window
in a gesture that made it clear to all what he thought of this pussy farm.
Unfortunately, the sudden enthusiastic burst of acceleration, combined
with his only having one greasy hand on the wheel, caused him to lose
control. The car slid sideways through the first turn, fishtailed the other
way, then tapped the far wall. With grace and elegance, the Dodge
nosed into the air, victim of its own momentum. The wheels spun and
groped for traction, sending chunks of hard, wet clay flying into the air,
while the engine revved an aria, shrieking its folly into the night. The
car performed a slow, sliding pirouette on the point of the right rear
fender, then cartwheeled over the wall at the next turn. The last thing
the gaping crowd saw was the young Arkie flying from the madly
flipping car and sailing off into the night, his beautiful duck-ass now in
total disarray.
Track officials found two hundred pounds of cinder blocks
strapped to the underside of Number 12's trailer, which explained how
the scales had been fooled. The crew from Atascadero disappeared and
was never seen again at the Santa Maria Valley Raceway.
As the mangled orange Dodge was rolled onto a salvage trailer, its
seat belts intact but unbuckled, and the muddy, broken body of the
driver was extricated from where it had wedged under a Pontiac in the
parking lot (the helmet was never found), an eight year-old boy held his
father’s hand and watched. He looked at his father’s face so he could
know how to react to the grim scene.
“Car was under weight,” said the father. His face was calm,
unfathomable.
“He cheated?” asked the boy.
A tall, red-headed man stepped up next to them. “Probably could
have won it all anyway, without stripping weight.”
The father sighed. “Maybe.” He looked down at his son. “Remember
that. If you can’t win inside the rules, you’re just as ordinary as the guy
at the back of the pack.”
The boy was astonished. He couldn’t recall his father saying so
much at one time, ever.
***
Six years later, when the keys and money landed in Bones’ hand, he
stared at them, unbelieving. He looked at Fats, then at Sal.
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“Don’t do any hot-rodding, mister. Straight to the liquor store and
straight back,” Sal said, as if this happened every day. “Marlboros in a
box. And bring me the change.” He turned back to the television.
Bones would have stood in that spot until his father changed his
mind, if not for Fats’ insistent tugging at his arm. The two of them
scrambled like idiots out of the house to the old green pickup parked
diagonally against the curb.
“This is so cool,” Fats said, slamming the door too hard. “You ever
done this before?”
“Not without the old man,” Bones said. “Guess he figures I can
handle it on my own now.” He turned the key, took a deep breath,
pushed in the clutch, slipped the protesting three-on-the-tree into
reverse, coolly put his arm on the seat back, turned to look behind, and
popped the clutch. The old truck bucked violently backward a few
times, then died in the middle of the street.
Fats laughed, holding his head where it had thumped against the
rear window. “Ow, you fractured my noggin,” he sputtered.
“Sorry,” Bones mourned, his face the color of hot brick. With railthin arms shaking and one eye on the front door of the house, he
frantically restarted the engine, then promptly revved it so high that it
coughed and died again.
“We should have walked. We’ll never get there at this rate,” Fats
said, still laughing.
Bones responded with a stream of profanity, then looked at the
little plastic Madonna his mother had stuck to the dashboard. “Help me
out here, huh?” he pleaded, crossing himself for good measure, and
trying to ignore Fats, who choked and gasped with laughter. Bones
gripped the key hard, started the motor again, and carefully, slowly,
with both hands, worked the gearshift. He eased out on the clutch, this
time pressing the gas pedal more deliberately. The old truck hesitated,
heaved twice, and began rolling forward along Park Street.
Movement in the rear-view mirror caught his eye, and Bones
pretended not to notice Sal opening the front door behind them.
“Check it out, man!” Bones shouted, rolling down his window. “I’m
driving! Hey, Orcutt, I’m driving!”
Fats wiped his eyes, reached over and patted his friend’s shoulder.
“Nice work, Andretti. What do you say we head for the beach?”
“You’re trouble, you know that?” Bones said. “You’re a bad
influence.”
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The Orcutt Liquor Store was two left turns and less than one-eighth
of a mile from the house. They went inside and bought cigarettes from
Mrs. Wickenberg, who never smiled because she knew the only reason
teenage boys were nice to her was because they wanted to screw her
granddaughter Tracy.
“How’s Tracy, Mrs. Wickenberg?” Bones asked.
Mrs. Wickenberg scrutinized them over cat-eye glasses. “Why don’t
you ask the football team?” she growled.
Back in the truck, Fats said, “The beach is that way.”
“Are you nuts?” Bones said. “This is a potential gold mine, man. I’m
driving. I can’t get in trouble for another ten years, at least.”
“Well, at least take the scenic route back to the house,” said Fats.
“Okay,” said Bones, “the scenic route it is.”
***
Orcutt, California was a dusty, sleepy little town of twelve hundred
souls, most of whom had come there from Oklahoma and Arkansas
during the Great Depression to work for Union Oil, or as military
retirees from Vandenberg Air Force Base ten miles south, or simply to
escape the decay of Santa Maria (population twenty-six thousand)
seven miles to the north. Santa Maria itself, roughly halfway between
Los Angeles and San Francisco, was slowly growing as refugees from
those two urban nightmares fled to the calmer, uncultured Santa Maria
Valley, a pastoral, slightly redneck Shangri-la surrounded by green hills
as old and unchanging as the climate, both of which Bones and his
friends took completely for granted.
If he’d had a driver’s license, it would have read “Robert Braziano,
six-foot-three, one hundred and fifty-five pounds.” Bones was more
fitting. His long, pleasant face was pale and dark-featured, like his
Sicilian ancestors. Not that Bones had any real attachment to his
ancestry. Few Californians did. If Californian was a nationality, it would
look like Bones and Fats: one tall, dark, and skinny, the other medium
height, considerably more than medium weight, with a mass of wiry
blonde hair that exploded in violent curls from an arrow-straight part
right down the center.
Fats pulled his own cigarettes from his pocket. His mother, who
still called him Ian Wendell Thomas when she was upset with him,
knew he smoked but didn’t tell his stepfather. Fats truly loved his mom.
They smoked and drove around Orcutt, looking cool, hoping that
somebody they knew would see them driving around smoking and
looking cool. They even took a turn through Lake Mer Estates, a gated
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subdivision east of town, where mayors and doctors lived. They gazed
at the tall houses, bloated and ostentatious, surrounded by oceans of
green lawn.
“You know,” said Fats, “I’ve never actually seen any people in this
place. Guess rich people stay inside all the time.”
“They’re hiding from us,” said Bones. “The only old trucks they ever
see belong to gardeners.”
“Or sight-seeing poor white boys like us.”
“Speak for yourself, man. I ain’t white, I’m wop. Hey, there’s
somebody.”
A tall man with greyish-red hair stood in the driveway of a powderblue alcazar, pointing to the motor of a riding mower. Next to him, an
old Hispanic man stood, wrench in hand. They looked up at the
invaders rolling slowly past.
“Rich guy and his gardener,” Fats ventured. “Don’t stare.”
“I think I know that guy,” Bones said.
At that moment the garage door flew open and a little German
sport car zipped out. The two men dodged, the tall man shouted
something angry, and the driver waved. Bones had to swerve onto the
sidewalk to avoid the heedless dolt, whose face shone briefly when he
looked back to see who he had run off the road. It was a bony, holloweyed mask, utterly without conscience. Then it was gone.
They left the bizarre world of Lake Mer and headed back through
Orcutt, cruising past Braziano’s Wrecking Yard and Auto Repair. Sal’s
shop sat right on the western edge of town, literally on the other side of
the railroad tracks. It was an old brick army bunker full of rubber and
steel scrap, with a couple of fenced, junk-littered acres behind, when Sal
bought it from the government in 1955.
Sal Braziano was a quiet man, dark and weathered and nononsense, even in his twenties when he first came to Orcutt. His father,
Bones’ Grandpa Ben, had stepped off the boat from Sicily in 1931 and
bought a little vineyard outside of Napa. When the war came, Benito
Braziano was nearly forty years old, but he parachuted into Italy
anyway and proudly helped kick what was left of Mussolini’s ass. He
watched the crowds spit and piss on Duce’s hog-tied carcass, came
home to California, changed his name to Benjamin, and hung onto his
little winery while all his neighbors sold out to big companies, one by
one. He wanted his son Salvatore to take over the family business.
But Sal got drafted, went to Korea, and ended up finishing his hitch
in the motor pool at Vandenberg AFB. Something in the greasy engines
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called to Sal. Deep within the mechanical wonder-guts of crankshafts
and heavy-duty suspensions, and in the act of raising a worthless,
coughing chunk of iron up on a hoist and transforming it into a
beautiful, powerful machine, Sal Braziano found himself. Like most
young men in the 1950's, he loved speed, loved to compensate for the
flat complacency of the times by squeezing every mile per hour he
could out of any vehicle he touched. He finished his hitch, married his
high school sweetheart, Anna, brought her down from Napa against the
wishes of both families, bought the junkyard, and started building race
cars.
As Bones and Fats drove by the shop, they saw Bones’ cousin
Donnie out front hosing down his motorcycle. He looked up at them,
squinted, and whistled.
“Yo, Bobby! C’mere!”
Bones stomped on the brakes and cut the wheel hard. The old truck
groaned into the turn and tried to take Clark Avenue with it.
“What the hell?” Donnie said as Bones pulled up. “Swiping your old
man’s truck will get you busted for life, fool.”
“We didn’t swipe it,” Bones protested. “Pop asked me to get him
some smokes.” He held up the bag of cigarettes.
“I’ll be damned. Danger-boy is on the road.”
“That’s me. What’s with the Harley?”
“Sold it to Grady Halchek. You remember him, the fat guy with the
blue Pontiac, number 33. Gave me six hundred and a couple of Chevelle
frames for it. Taking it to him today.”
“Oh yeah, Grady,” said Bones, not quite able to picture Grady
Halchek.
Donnie leaned against the truck door, the hose still streaming,
splutting the oily mud behind him. “So Uncle Sal trusts you with his
truck and his smokes? Damn, he must be going soft in the head. Hey,
Fats. You know you’re taking your life in your hands here.”
“He’s getting better,” Fats laughed. “You should have seen him
trying to get started. My head still hurts.”
“Eat me,” Bones said. “Walk home.”
“He’d probably beat you there,” Donnie said.
“Eat me, both of you,” Bones said.
Donnie turned off the hose. “Vienna sausages ain’t my thing.”
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Donnie was ten years older than Bones. Like his Uncle Sal, he lived
and breathed cars. His little cement-floored room in the back of the
shop was strictly utilitarian: a sleeping bag on an army cot, a tiny
bathroom/closet where he hung his coveralls and his church clothes, a
citizens’ band radio, an old Norge refrigerator forever full of Schlitz,
and a small table piled with well-thumbed car magazines and a grimy
old telephone.
The only thing in the room that wasn’t functional was the collage of
pictures, hundreds of them, clipped from magazines and calendars,
which adorned the walls: pictures of girls in microscopic bikinis (Sal
allowed no nudity) stretched out on the hoods of hot rods, or fondling
torque wrenches in their cleavage, or pouring motor oil on their taut
brown bellies, or straddling fat tires, or leaning into convertibles so
their thonged bottoms looked like twin moons ready to pop off the wall.
It was a far cry from Bones’ room. Posters of Led Zeppelin, Middle
Earth, and Einstein seemed pretty cool until one spent a few minutes in
Donnie’s parlor.
Bones stared at the pictures, vaguely aware of some sense of
pathos he didn’t understand. Not a single square inch of wall showed
through the glossy, frozen smiles and twisting torsos, and every time he
saw them the pictures were different. There were a few sentimental
favorites of Donnie’s which never left, particularly the chestnut-haired
“Tool Works” girl, with her big, slightly-parted lips, and her outsized
coveralls unzipped well south of her navel, revealing the fact that she
had on nothing but coveralls.
Donnie declared he liked the pictures because there were cars in
them. “Pictures of women are nice,” he’d say, “but pictures of women
and cars, man, that’s grease monkey nirvana.” It was true that he only
dated girls he met at the race track. They thought his ridiculously slick
hair and “77 Sunset Strip” looks were cute and, for some reason, they
liked guys who treated their cars better than their women.
“Hey, Donnie,” Fats said, “got any new pictures?”
“Oh, man, there’s some serious cha-cha in the latest issue of ‘Street
Metal,’” Donnie said, whistling. “Tell you what, you guys help me get
this hog on the trailer, and I’ll let you go in and see Miss April, okay?”
He looked around, then whispered, “We’re talking nipples you could
hang your hat on.”
Bones killed the truck motor.
The Harley was still dripping, so Donnie grabbed a towel and wiped
it down, then the three of them rolled the hefty bike up a wobbly ramp
of two-by-fours onto Donnie’s trailer, where he strapped it down.
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“Well done, boys,” Donnie said, dusting his hands off. “I’m heading
out to Mr. Halchek’s. Say ‘hi’ to Miss April for me. Don’t whack off on my
cot. And Bobby,” he winked as he hitched the trailer to his El Camino,
“keep your mitts off my Schlitz when you’re starin’ at them tits. Later.”
***
“Is he gone?” Bones asked.
Fats was studying the walls, trying to find Miss April. He glanced
out the dirty bathroom window. “Yeah, he’s gone. Won’t he get pissed
off?”
“Nah,” Bones said, tossing a Schlitz and a church key to Fats, “he
doesn’t really care as long as we steal it. Pop only gets on his case when
he gives it to me. Gimme a cigarette.”
Three cigarettes and four malt liquors later, Fats exclaimed,
“Eureka! Here she is! Miss April!”
“Damn,” Bones breathed, as if he was in a museum. “Nipples you
could hang your hat on.”
“A body like that is an altar,” whispered Fats.
“Truly a holy thing,” said Bones. “Santo, sancto, sancto.”
“Where do they get these women?” Fats said, his woozy eyes
traveling over Miss April’s roller-coaster curves. “You never see women
like this except in magazines.”
“They keep them all locked in a secret vault somewhere,” Bones
said. “Only photographers know the password.”
“Guess I’ll be a photographer when I grow up.”
“I couldn’t handle it. I’d go crazy — ”
The old telephone rang so loud in the tiny, echoing room that both
boys jumped, lost their balance, and fell backward onto the cot, which
collapsed with a dull crack. The phone jangled again, and Bones
scrambled to pick up the receiver.
“Hello?”
“Bobby? Is that you?”
“Oh, yeah, hi ma.” He looked at Fats. “It’s cool, it’s my mom.”
Anna Braziano’s voice was a mildly restrained shrill. “Your father is
out looking for you.”
“Why?”
“Red Baxter called and said he saw you in Lake Mer.”
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“Oh, well, we just took a little detour, ma.”
“You’ve been gone three hours, son. What are you doing at the
shop?”
Bones looked at his watch, a pointless gesture. It was a blur. “Oh,
shit — ”
“What did you say?”
“Oh, nothing, ma, sorry — we just, uh, we stopped by to see Donnie,
that’s all.”
“Well, you’d better get home before your father does.”
Bones dropped the receiver and charged out the door, while Fats
struggled to untangle himself from the mangled cot. They dove into the
truck, which Bones had rolling before the doors were closed. Fats
chugged the rest of his Schlitz and pitched the can out the window as
they squealed onto Clark Avenue. Not bothering to stop at the
Broadway stop sign, Bones gunned the motor, power-shifted through
the left turn, and roared up Broadway to Park Street, where he cut the
right turn so sharply that the old truck lost traction on the shoulder and
threatened to spin out. Bones wrestled the oversized steering wheel
back to the left and pulled the wheels straight, then downshifted and
stomped on the accelerator. Both boys’ heads banged against the rear
window as they flew up Park Street. Bones could see the house. The
driveway was empty.
“Hang on!” he yelled.
“Hanging!”
Bones turned the wheel hard to the left, at the same time stomping
on clutch and brake pedals, and the truck jerked sideways, rubber
screaming. It slid to the curb, where the front tires bounded upward
crazily, and came to rest on a section of the landlord’s picket fence and
cherished geraniums. Bones slammed the truck into reverse, backed off
the curb, killed the motor, and jumped out.
They had the fence upright, and Fats was working on the
geraniums, when Sal pulled up. He glared at his son.
“Hey pop.”
“Hey my ass,” said Sal. “Where the hell have you been?”
Bones pretended to lean casually on the fence. His head spun. He
knew he was pale and shaking, and that if he let go of the fence or Fats
released his ankle-hold on the geraniums they would plop over like
they were full of Schlitz. He took a deep breath. “We stopped by to see
Donnie.”
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“What does ‘straight there and straight back’ mean? I’ve been all
over hell looking for you.”
“Sorry, pop, we stopped and helped Donnie put his Harley on a
trailer and we lost track of time. Honest, ask him.”
Sal grumbled and walked to the porch. Bones let his breath out. Sal
stopped and turned. “Where’s my cigarettes?”
Bones looked at the truck. If he stepped away from the fence he
was doomed.
“Here you go, Mr. B.,” Fats said, pulling the bag from his pocket and
tossing it to Sal. “Change is in the bag.”
“Thanks,” said Sal. He examined the contents of the bag. “You
getting the hang of driving?” he asked.
Bones nodded, hoping that would send Sal inside.
It did, but not before he nodded toward the street. Bones followed
his gaze and saw two tremendous black skid marks arcing along Park
Street, right up to where the truck was parked.
“Guess I need to adjust those brakes,” Sal said, and disappeared
into the house.
Bones and Fats didn’t move for a long time. Finally, Bones turned to
his friend.
“Way to grab the bag, Clemenza,” he said.
Fats smiled. “Way to drive, Mario.”
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